PUBLIC NOTICE

Dated 11th May, 2018

It has been brought to our notice that some unscrupulous & unauthorized persons are mailing to authors mentioning the name of our journal(s) that they have authority to receive research manuscripts/papers on our behalf. These mischievous persons are also making phone calls to lure authors into their false claims.

We are hereby making clear that we have not authorized any third party/institution or person to represent ourselves in any form of whatsoever. We are not responsible for anything or any loss caused to any party due to any actions of such un-authorized persons.

If any author/researcher/scholar receives any email which mentions our name or that of our journals which seeks manuscript submissions, they should forward that mail to us at editor@irajournal.org so that we can take appropriate legal actions against such mischievous, unauthorized & unscrupulous persons.

For our journals, all the submitted articles are subject to originality examination, peer review and an editorial decision thereon before an acceptance for publication or otherwise without any exception. Our authors are at all times required to take note of and adhere to our policies on plagiarism, scholarly misconduct, peer review and publication ethics. We do not accept any fee in whatsoever form before an acceptance of the reviewed article.

Also, take note that we do not communicate via telephone but correspond via email only and that too from our official email address editor@irajournal.org
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